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Selling the World City: a Comparison of Promotional
Strategies in Paris and London

MARIE CHEVRANT-BRETON
[Paperfirstreceived, September 1996; infinalform, November 1996]

A B S T R A C T Within the globalization process which creaks new common imperatives for cities, it is felt that
cities are developing similar promotional approaches. Drawing on two case studies of the promotional strategies
and institutions of Paris and London, this paper investigates the balance between economic and purely
non-economic factors in shaping these capitals' responses to global pressure. The cities' responses are found to
be shaped by national and localfactors (institutional, political, cultural) rather than economic ones. Two types
of strategies and actors can be outlined, London bang more aggressive and flexible than Paris. Lastly, the report
highlights the emergence of new types of institutions within the capitals.

1. Introduction
In the past two decades the national, European and international economic contexts have
undergone far-reaching changes which have in turn deeply transformed cities.1 In a very
competitive environment, European cities have been struggling to retain their own competitiveness in order to attract capital, jobs, residents and visitors—as witnessed in both the
flourishing urban league tables and literature of the early 1990s. In 1989, a report by
GIP/RECLUS studying 165 European cities found that two of them stood well ahead; Paris
and London respectively scored 15 and 13 points on the five variables of international
relations, communication, economic strengths, research and technology, culture and the arts.
Within the globalization process which creates new common imperatives for cities (notably
the need to compete internationally), it is felt that cities are developing similar promotional
approaches. This paper will assess the extent of the similarities and differences by analyzing
the capitals' strategies in the light of their national and local contexts. The hypothesis to be
tested is that the cities' responses are shaped by national and local factors (institutional,
political, cultural). These are crucial in determining the approach to promotion and the type
of actors involved in it. The paper attempts to investigate the balance between economic and
non-economic factors in shaping the capitals' responses to global pressure.
Paris and London lie at the hearts of the two oldest and most antagonistic modern states
in Western Europe, now both members of the EU. They have been rivals for more than 900
years, and are comparable on many points: they maintain a similar colonial history, as well
as similar demographic and geographic endowments (the metropolitan regions exceed 10
millions inhabitants), and their economies are similar in that they produce a major share of
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Figure 1. Administrative limits of the He de France region.
Source: Agence pour PImplantation des Enterprises en He de France (1996).

the national wealth.2 They went through parallel stages of spatial and demographic growth.
Being host to administrative and political functions, the capitals have become physically closer
since the construction of the Channel tunnel and the high-speed train.
The two cities, however, are substantially different in terms of spatial organization
(London is more spread out, less dense in the core and denser on the periphery) and in the
nature and organization of their administrative set up. This makes comparisons difficult, and
it requires careful consideration of the most appropriate region scale for comparison3 (see
Figures 1-3).
In comparing the promotional strategies of these two capital cities, the relevant scale is the
Paris region (De de France) and Greater London (32 London Boroughs and the City of
London.)4 Further, special attention will be devoted to the roughly comparable cores of the
agglomerations, which are chief hosts for the city functions: the city of Paris (20 districts of
'arrondissements') and Inner London (borders of the former Inner London Education
Authority).5
Towards this end, the current context of increased competition, globalization and urban
strategies will be oudined, as analyzed in available literature (Section 2). Then, case studies will
investigate the cities' efforts to promote themselves abroad, by means of city marketing and
image improvement. These will be put in perspective (Section 3). Finally, attention will be
paid to institutions who contribute to promote each capital, their influence, constraints,
relationship with decision-makers, their coordination or fragmentation (Section 4).

2. Paris and London in a Global and Competitive Context
This section looks at the different focuses of the literature that analyzes and interprets recent
changes affecting the economies of the two cities.
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2.1 Common Changes and Problems

In his study of New York, Paris and London in the 1980s, Sudjic (1992) notes that the changes
that have taken place are qualitative in their result as much as they are quantitative: Paris and
London have lost their dynamism of the nineteenth century, and have been eclipsed by upstart
competitors and their own suburbs. The background to the evolution of the city in the last 20
years has been accelerating decentralization. The population of the central core of most major
cities in Europe, America and Japan has fallen, while that of the outermost ring around them
has continued to grow. The City of Paris saw its population fall steeply in the 1970s—by
nearly 20%. As for London, most of its traditional employers were moving out. The manual
jobs were evaporating, as a centralized industrial system gave way to a decentralized economy
dealing chiefly with information (Sudjic, 1992), Therefore, Paris and London face identical
problems (desertification of city centres, loss of a balance between housing and economic
activities, sharp decline in manufacturing jobs, and a need for a better political and
administrative coordination), but not on the same scale.

2.2 Growing Economic Globalization: Global Cities and World Cities

The past 20 years have witnessed economic globalization along with the extension of urban
lifestyles. The globalization literature is mainly based on economic arguments: it describes a
"multifacted process guided by transnational institutions and firms" (Amin & Thrift, 1994).
The most common aspects identified in this literature are the increasing centrality of the
financial structures, the increasing importance of knowledge, the transnationalization of
technology, the global cultural flows, the rise of transnational diplomacy and the globalization
of state power (Amin & Thrift, 1994; Castells, 1993; Sassen, 1991). The whole process, it is
said, massively impacts on economic activity and urban form. The main symptoms of
globalization are an increase in service activities paralleled with rapid and sharp decline in
manufacturing and polarization of both places and incomes. Various authors highlight the
transformation of the local and the new strategic role of the city.
Alternatively, the expression 'world city' is used (Knox & Taylor, 1995). 'World cities' are
based on agglomeration economies: the world city creates a significant market whose needs
must be met with a large pool of human resources and a flexible enterprise culture. All three
elements are crucial to an effective response to the unpredictable demands of global markets.
This means that the durability of world cities will depend in part in the market they
themselves create:
Growth and competitiveness in the economy of a successful world city depend on
the capacity to achieve and sustain global command through scale and agglomeration economies and maintain momemtum and growth through creativity and
innovation (Kennedy, 1991, p. 28).
Sassen's (1991) definition of the 'global city' however, is significantly different. A global city
is one a very highly concentrated command and control point in the world economy (New
York, London and Tokyo). It is a key location for finance and specialized service firms, a site
of production, especially the production of innovation in leading industries. Growth and
innovation are thus based on world finance and (higher and specialized) services, closely
connected to command and control functions. These require office space in key business areas
for their headquarters and their concentration breeds new and more specialized services. It is
thought that a totally new logic of agglomeration is emerging. Furthermore, rather than
merely competing with each other, these world cities form an interrelated and interdependent
network of their own, bypassing national states, within 'a transnational urban system' (Sassen,
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1994, p 160). To what extent can we talk of a bypass of the national states? How real is the
'regional cohesion' in both cases?
Sassen's approach has been criticized for its determinism. The author, as many in the
'world city' literature, implies that the structural and spatial economic forces at work in world
cities are universal and irreversible (Sassen, 1991). In contrast, it might be argued that
politico-institutional and cultural disparities can make a difference, especially within Europe:
other authors point to the influence of national and local social policies to counter these
economic imperative forces (Fainstein et al., 1992). Likewise, Savitch (1988) points to the
influence of political, institutional and cultural settings in response to global economic forces.
After a thorough comparison of the transition of Paris, London and New York from industrial
into post-industrial cities, he concludes that differentiated systems and organizations are the
main determinants of the cities' specific characters and paths out of the crisis (Savitch, 1988).

2.3 Competition and Subsequent Strategies
Global cities are engaged in an economic battle for increasingly mobile inward investment and
to provide a broad variety of services for high-level functions. Examples include international
headquarters, tourism, annual events or conferences. Competition increases primarily because
of the following factors:
• the restructuring of the international economy and the emergence of highly mobile finance
capital;
• the Single European Act;
• the decline of manufacturing industry and its export to low wage economies (in South East
Asia);
• the rise of the service sector (summarized in the expression 'global economy');
• the weakening of the nation state.
The competition between European cities is as old as Europe itself, but the form this
competition takes in the 1990s is new; it stresses the visibility of the city in order to attract
visitors, entrepreneurs, investment and European funding (Parkinson, 1991).
Given the increased competition between cities, what are the strategies of development for
the big European cities? Wolleb's (1988) report on this subject identifies the following:
•
•
•
•

environment and the human factor;
attractiveness;
specialization;
competitiveness.6

City marketing flourished in the 1980s, and made effective use of images and urban concepts.
In this process, planning is made more flexible with respect to the needs of clients (especially
property developers) and decision-makers, and is viewed as "lifting the dead hand of
regulation and opening it to the sway of market forces" (Kearns & Philo, 1993). 'Selling places'
has become an accepted part of the functions of public authority management, a form of place
management, and places are sold by public authority planners and decision-makers in a large
number of consumers markets (Ashworth & Voogd, 1990). The city marketing strategies will
be compared in the two cities, through actors and approaches.
2.4 Impact of European Construction
The newer European scale has given rise to competition among functions: in the realm of
finance and business, the Single European Act of 1993 has replaced national rules with the
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uniform conditions of an open single market. Thus, cities have been forced to reassess their
position and recast their image and identity within Europe. Paris and London are rivals in the
competition for many of the important international and European functions: specific fields of
rivalry include culture, tourism, leisure, high-tech activities, banks and insurance (Lecomte &
Gollain, 1992). Finally, Paris and London are also rivals for European funding and subsidies.
It is helpful to compare their attitude toward Europe.

Europe and 'The City'. Many aspects of the Single European Market (SEM) challenge
London's status as the European financial centre: EC proposals on financial regulation eroded
some of the competitive advantage so far provided by the more hospitable regime prevailing
in the city of London. Its institutions in particular fear a medium to long-term erosion of
market position for their investment, management and insurance functions. One scenario
envisaged was the formation of a Brussels-Paris-Frankfurt triangle as the hub of economic
activity (Kennedy, 1991, p.36). Furthermore, it has been found that some delocalization is
occurring in financial activities. For the 'island', Europe is a bigger threat, with symbolic and
real consequences for UK capital. The particular importance of financial services to London
derives from the way in which it has come to dominate growth in the London economy. This
sector accounts for the overall growth in the domestic product, both nationally and in London
over the 1980s and was accompanied by a massive growth in employment.7 However, another
report argues that London's financial markets should not so much fear the implications of a
single market and economic integration in Europe, as they should be globalization of financial
markets, combined with deregulation and dramatic advances in information technology and
communications. In effect, the nation's largest single export industry (wholesale financial
markets and services) clustered principally in the City of London, is essentially international
(London Business School, 1995). The authors deny the idea that a battle for supremacy
between monolithic centres is engaged between London, Paris and Frankfurt. They view
financial centres as complementary rather than competitive.

Paris or the case of the 'petit quatrieme'. The literature consistently acknowledges that London
belongs to the private club of 'global' and 'world city'. This is less true of Paris, and French
authors claim that French capital's potential is constantly undermined, although it is part of
the international network of big cities. Paris ranks fourth in the world for its gross domestic
product, third for productivity.8 Beckouche (1994) and Prud'homme 9 give evidence of Paris's
participation in the global economy and growing dependency on international business cycles,
like other global cities (Beckouche, 1995; Carrez, 1991).
In her analysis of Paris, Sassen (1994) acknowledges that as a region, it shares common
features with the three dominant actors (New York, Tokyo and London). The region is indeed
undergoing global qualitative and quantitative transformations. She highlights a trend towards
concentration in the Parisian Region (especially for higher services in the City of Paris). The
He de France accounts for 40% of all producer services and for around 80% of the most
sophisticated service industries, which generate higher income. To her Paris's leading role as
conference centre, despite any corresponding plan for it, is evidence of the implacable
domination of economic forces over any kind of state intervention (Sassen, 1994, p. 152). The
author denies any possibility for the national or local state to escape its ongoing 'fate' towards
a world city status, and also denies that any strategy or policy can lead the city to becoming
third in the world hierarchy. In brief, some authors assert that "Paris's problem is to confirm
its position as one of the members of the private club of very great world capitals with New
York, London and Tokyo" (Fainstein et al, 1992). Is Paris able to react by means of defensive
policy or smoother adaptive alternative? What role can the state play?
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The latest world city report points to other elements which corroborate Sassen's (1994)
and Fainstein's denial of the world city status for Paris. The He de France is still a very
important manufacturing region, and its industrial base is quite diversified. The presence of
an arc of high technology industry around the south and south-western outer suburbs brings
to the forefront the issue of the impact of national policies and investments (regional planning
and transport infrastructure). Second, the City of Paris itself retains two significant industrial
activities right in the city centre: printing and clothing. In sum, Paris is clearly less finance and
economy-orientated than the private club of the three, and the role of the state must be taken
into account.

3. Paris and London: Two Approaches in Response to a Common Economic
Context
City marketing, which determines the locality's objectives and sets the means to reach these
within a particular city, includes two sets of actors: cities and firms. The cities try to attract
firms to their territory, and support the firms already there; the chief targets in the case of
world cities (where national potential is limited and less prestigious) are headquarters and firms
at international level. These can be used as prestigious levers to attract more newcomers and
create further linkages10 (Texier, 1993, p. 149). As for the firms, they search for a new location
for their headquarters or else, and are willing to develop by using the resources available
locally or not.
Efforts to promote a locality for inward investment take many forms, direct and indirect
(from information provision to financial assistance) in various places (from operating from
home to overseas representation), on various time-scales (from temporary promotional operations to commitment to long-term infrastructure improvement).
We now turn to these promotional efforts in both capitals, looking at how each city
responds to the strong pressures exerted by their European and international environment,
how coherent and organized their strategies are. Special attention will be paid to the role
played by city images, and to the respective perception of the countries' approaches.

3.1 Paris and its Region: the 'Soft Approach'

Two main marketing strategies prevail within the metropolitan area, at the regional and
municipal levels. The initiatives by the City of Paris and the Region are apparently distinct
but they overlap and are closely interrelated. In Paris, the approach has not been an
aggressive one.

Causes and catalysts. Conclusions of the above-mentioned GIP/RECLUS study reported that
Paris was outside the main axis of growth crossing Europe along the so-called 'blue banana'
(Brunet, 1989). Meanwhile, the idea of encouraging the vitality of the He de France gradually
became more acceptable. In 1986, the promotion of the region first appeared within a
scenario devised by regional experts; these advocated the promotion of the He de France as
pole of national development. The SDRIF, the new regional master plan (Schema Directeur
de La Region He de France) had a clear international orientation," as estimates foresaw
further decline in population (— 150 000 inhabitants) and employment (— 200 000 jobs) by
2015 (Carmona, 1989). These objectives could be attained by 'welcoming international firms'
and using communication strategies towards foreign investors in order to promote the assets
of lie de France (Conseil Regional d'lle de France, 1991).
In the City, the time of the 'grand projects' had faded; transport companies voiced
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particular concern about declining transport revenue, and there were difficulties on the
financial markets (Petit, 1993). The 1990s recession acutely hit the real estate and office
market boosted by deregulation laws (1986). In 1986, the deputy mayor, Mrs de Kerviler, was
appointed as leader of the newly internationalized economic developement departement in
the Council of Paris.12 She was in charge of the relationship with international firms and
committed herself to promoting abroad Paris's existing image of tourism and culture, adding
to it the 'missing economic dimension'.13
By the mid-1990s, several financial and political factors contributed to bringing about
change for Paris. The municipal budget of Paris was getting tighter, and the progressive
departure of local firms to the benefit of the neighbouring 'departements' deepened employment problems, as the resources of the local authority shrank (the business tax is a chief
resource for the local authority). This combined with, and in turn, reinforced the property
crisis which also struck real estate companies and developers.14 The City of Paris promoted
its new office development on the East of Paris, facing the rivalry of the main business centre
(La Defense) and the attractiveness of the wealthy West ('departement' of'les Hauts de Seine').
The city'sfirst-classbuildings required high current expenses for high standard amenities, and
the council of Paris also had to face expenses of 'perequation', a national rule whereby richer
French communes have to give away resources to poorer neighbours. Moreover, political
factors eased change: in 1995, the newly elected mayor Tiberi could act more freely in office
than his predecessor Chirac, who had to act according to his national political prospects.15

Getting organized at the regional and city levels. Once difficulties are recognized, the assets and

weak points of the 'city product' must be identified in order to market it. Getting comparable
data on both supply and demand sides is the first step. A wealth of research groups were set
up to collect data concentrating their efforts on unifying scattered and miscellaneous sources,
processing manageable information. The most notable example of it is the ORIE (Observatoire Regional de l'lmmobilier d'Entreprise) in the field of office property. Finally, the creation
of an observatory to keep track of all assets of the region's serious rivals was envisaged
(Lecomte & Gollain, 1992).
In the run-up to 1993 Europe, a great deal of comparative research was carried out. The
1992 first comparative survey of assets conducted by Plant Location International (PLI)
analyzed location criteria of 101 various investment projects in the seven biggest European
metropolises. The IAURIF16 used the results to identify its rivals and elaborate on its
comparative advantages (Lecomte & Gollain, 1992). Paris's region comes as second location
with respect to criteria of quality, cost and value for money, followed by the south-east of
England. The authors recommended a responsive and offensive strategy in Paris ("permanent
consolidation of assets and careful choice of future strong points", p. 8). Therefore, the report
advocated that He de France reinforce and advertise its already existing 'regional assistance
system'. This system includes financial contributions (fiscal abatement and specific incentives
set up in 1992, export aids, and subsidies) and the advisory agency, the AIE (Lecomte &
Gollain, 1992).
Additionally, the discrepancy between France's economic position and its relative weakness in attracting international headquarters (Healey & Baker, 1995) fostered investigation into
foreign firms' perceptions. Among the key deterrents are the complex tax, legal and administrative systems in place, together with insufficient consideration for the foreign workers and
their family (an approach well developed in the UK). Following these recommendations,
special efforts were made to publish in other languages, relax the legal system and make the
French legal, fiscal and administrative framework understandable in the dominant AngloSaxon business nomenclature. The comparative advantages of the He de France set against its
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British competitor are transport, the quality and concentration of both private and public
research (more than 50% of France's total research) the local 'transparent and diversified' real
estate market and office stock (Region He de France, 1993).17
City perception and image. Finally, while Paris could afford to rely on its 'prestigious' image, and
the economic situation was acceptable, it was felt that advertising was needless, or that
architectural and cultural policies sufficed. But in the economic competitive context of the
1990s the City of Paris had to change its cultural and tourist image into an economically
competitive and efficient one. The change needed was not a quantitative one, but an efficient
promotional strategy could make up for the qualitative change (Lacaze, 1994, p. 331).
Therefore, another impediment of the French approach to promoting Paris was the resistance
of mentalities within the country. External communication had to be coupled with internal
communication action to convince both resisting technocrats and local people who did not
always welcome the inclusion of foreign firms in France. Technocrats and the administration
slowed down the modification of a complex administrative system and specific legal constraints which protect the Paris area from further expansion at the expense of the provinces18
(Heurteux, 1994); they also opposed the idea of concentrating such activities as research;
professionals and residents were encouraged to create a more positive image by a more
welcoming attitude.
Paris modified its image in a 'soft' way. By extending its worldwide renowned cultural
image into one of knowledge, the prestigious dimension was preserved while including more
'business-like' selling points (highly skilled labour and high rates of business take over).19 The
vision still relies on both the symbols of Paris (monuments and glamour) and myth of Paris,
capital of Europe, which highlights its 'vocation for universal thought, culture and polities',
dating back to the European philosophy of the Enlightenment. Furthermore, the theme of
Europe is a constant and explicit leading theme in the images and discourses vehicle by
specialized agencies of the French capital (the 'doorway to Europe') and first region ('He de
France, the right place in Europe', slogan by the AIE). Europe constitutes a powerful selling
argument, because of its attractive characteristics for overseas investors and because France
can claim Europe's position as second biggest market within the world after the US. There
is a strong consensus regarding the need to avoid two extremes: the 'museified city', as
opposed to an economically diversified Paris (see Cachin, 1994) and 'the skyscraper city' (a
reference to the American model of social polarization). A balance between housing and
activities must be preserved. The comprehensive planning and development projects are
indirect tools of communication and promotion (Jarreau, 1988). The wider region's approach
slightly differs. He de France is highlighted as the extending centrepiece of the nation,
innovative and scientific and a showcase for rational planning and economic coordination
(Institut d'Amenagement et d'Urbanisme de la Region He de France, 1990).
In conclusion, it is possible to outline a few characteristics of a 'French approach' to
promoting its main region. The overall logic is one of'jjlanned' action with a belief in the long
term to bring about changes and innovation (rather than responsiveness) and balanced
growth. The discourse is coherent and consensual (emphasis on Europe, on the city's prestige
and centre of innovation) reflecting what Savitch (1988) calls 'national pride', and the
defensive strategy is managed smoothly. In fact, Paris may be keener to further develop or
adapt more traditional activities, such as enhancing exportation (including expertise and
know-how) than to attract foreign investors at any price.20
3.2 London: the 'Hard' Approach

In London, two levels also coexist: the small but influential City of London and the Greater
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London level. London's approach to city marketing has been more 'aggressive' than has been
the case for Paris.
In contrast to Paris, however, London has a long history of openness to foreign investment,
favoured by natural assets such as language, flexible employment conditions, its legal and fiscal
system, and low labour rates.21 But by the 1990s, both the City of London and Greater
London were facing economic problems on another scale.22 London was confronted with the
legacy of structural problems which sharply contrasted with its high GDP. There were
crescents of deprivation around London and a need for regeneration in the inner city.
Furthermore, the absolute domination of the service and financial sectors in the London
economy combined with job losses and a crisis of real estate in the late 1980s (mainly vacant
or unlettable offices), altogether put the city centre at higher risk. It faced a loss of power and
influence as economic activity diffused outward. The French capital, its chief competitor, was
considered a threat due to its organization, glamour and lifestyle. Moreover, London was
throughout to be 'a laggard' in its promotion and marketing.23 It was not until 1991 that
action was taken. The benchmark and catalyst for action was a report by the consultant
Coopers and Lybrand Deloitte on 'London in the 21st Century'. 24 It found that the main
challengers to London's pre-eminence were Paris and Frankfurt (opening of Europe) on the
one hand, and New York and Tokyo (increased productivity) on the other hand. The report
emphasized the strategic importance of London to the UK, that London should achieve its
potential as a nation's capital and a 'world class city'. International comparisons were also
recommended to assess London's performance and devise a strategy.
like Paris, London collected information, in order to make up for the 'dearth of reliable
information' (Kennedy, 1991) and convince people of the need for 'London's strategy' both
at national and international levels. In the office market, better information on the supply and
demand sides meant understanding the occupiers' requirements and unification of sources.25
The London Planning Advisory Committee was central to information gathering. Business
briefings, with hard facts, were rapidly developed and widely distributed by the London First
Centre, along with more 'emotional material'.26 Financial aspects were analyzed in a report
by the London Business School.27 The aims were to collect and bring together a wide range
of data relating to London's financial services, to describe and analyze the activities of the city
and the sources of comparative advantage, and to assist in the development of public and
private policy in this area. The study denies that dispersal trends are inevitable and justifies
the need to support infrastructure for the concentration of services in London. It concludes
that internal threats, rather than external ones, are the primary dangers to the city's
competitiveness. Concerns are expressed to increase coordination and cohesion, especially in
the fields of development, promotion, representation, education, establishments of protocols
and reactions to crises. These are "problems arising from the diversity of the city and its
consequent inability to speak with a single voice" (London Business School, 1995, p. 25). Not
only do the authors call for coordination between city bodies, but they use this information
to press the government to play a 'major role' in transport, related physical infrastructure
issues, regulation, tax and the exchange rate system.28 This is paralleled by the conclusions in
the latest world city report,29 which advocates a long-term vision and investment if the capital
wants to exploit fully its position.
London quickly caught up, displaying clearer deadlines for action and broader ambitions
than did Paris. Like its rival, London intends to be the economic leader in (and 'gateway to')
Europe, but it mostly competes on the international scale, as shown through all promotional
documents. The original impulse for London as 'the place for business' came from the City
of London's strategy of enhancing power, the free market and prosperity.30 The capital's claim
to be the 'most international of all world cities' is also legitimated by such press operations as
Fortune's 'favourite place for business', in which London ranked third31 {Fortune, 1994).
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The claim to 'think global' is extended through London's cosmopolitan environment. Yet,
London's marketing strategy mainly revolves around its central area, more so than in Paris.
It identifies three key sectors for London: computer sciences and IT; health and the
environment [London Pride Prospectus). More recently, the objective of sustainable development
was replaced by 'quality of life and urban ambience' which reflects the key sector of culture
and the arts (LJewelyn-Davies et ai, 1996). London's claimed 'world city status' and reputation
require an improvement of its physical image (Kennedy, 1991; Llewelyn-Davies et al, 1996)
as lately illustrated by an emphasis on urban design, the Millennium Exhibition, landmarks
along the river, amenities and better services such as waste disposal.32. Efforts focus on the
creation of a new 'environment for sale'.
It can thus be said that London developed a two-fold strategy. On the one hand, power,
internationalism and liberalism are enhanced (chief symbol of the Corporation of London),
and on the other, the urban ambience stresses the 'look and feel' factor of the place and
modern globalized culture. Identity (re)building is backed by communication and successful
advertising.
However, recent changes (see Section 4) and the latest report commissioned by the
government have broadened the prospects and time perspectives. Firstly, Europe has started
to be targeted more systematically for inward investment. The latest London Regional
Strategic Guidance illustrates the broadening of perspectives and consequent need to plan. It
has brought a 'sea-change in government planning' 33 remarkable by the mere contrast
between 1989's few pages and the thick and sophisticated booklet of 1996. The outlined
objectives reflect the need to target more inward investment while maintaining London's
manufacturing base (see Figure 4). This is to be achieved by designating 'strategic employment
sites', in addition to the idea of fostering links between industry and higher education. These
were plotted on promotional maps as 'industrial business parks' (also displaying London's
transport strategy) for the London First Centre.
In conclusion, the later start of the British strategy was followed by a more ambitious
approach to promotion of the city to companies. It was more aggressively conducted, better
supported (see Section 4), but ultimately less selective and coordinated. Its main weapons are
responsiveness, flexibility and voluntarism, supported through communication and lobbying.
More so than in Paris, in London image, marketing, and market research have been given
priority and have been used more systematically. There has been a clear tendency for London
to try to learn from its rivals and engage in an offensive strategy in a more holistic, competitive
and prospective manner. London has started to improve at home elements that made Paris
attractive (image, culture and prestige). Paris is clearly a pole of reference; but the French
capita] might also have served as a model of coordination and consistency.
Similarities in practices and priorities emerge from this comparison (increasing use of
private consultants, specialization in comparative advantage, focusing on competitiveness and
attractiveness, priority being given to improvement of city's image and the perception of its
politico-administrative framework, valorization of assets). But while Paris seems keener on
defensive strategies, London tends to adopt a more offensive attitude. This description and
analysis of approaches cannot tell the full story, and it is now possible to look more in detail
at institutions and actors.

4. The Actors: Institutions, Balance of Actors; and Decision-making
The approaches highlighted in Section 3 reflect the dynamics of local and national factors. We
now turn to the institutions that are formally in charge of marketing respective cities; we
examine the balance of public/private actors and their influence at the municipal and regional
level. This in turn requires an understanding of political and cultural factors.
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Figure 4. Regeneration in London.
Source: London Regional Strategic Guidance (1996, p. 31).
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4.1 Paris: the Weight of the State and Mite Inter-relationships

Beyond the mayor's 'symbolic' role ('preserve and valorize Paris's international vocation'), the
promotion of Paris and its region is supported by parallel development of several public,
private, or mixed bodies. Despite some internal rivalries, these now form an interesting
network of public and private actors who share a common interest in the international (and
national) promotion of Paris. Two agencies emerging from municipal and regional local
authorities share the responsibility to promote and attract investment in the Paris region: the
newly formed Comite d'Expansion Economique de la Ville de Paris and AIE, Agence pour
l'lmplantation des Entreprises en He de France of the regional council.
The former emerged from a restructuring of the Economic Development and International Business Relation services.34 Its voted budget is roughly comparable to the regional
one, and its organization in strategic committees reinforces crossed membership with public
(the regional council, the AIE) and private actors.35 Its commitment to staff the agency with
marketing professionals marks a clear departure from the traditional elite's recruitment
procedure, in response to the conservative and inflexible attitudes characteristic of such a
bureaucratic system.36 This change does not affect deontology, which is felt to be an essential
difference between the French and British methods. The former prefect of Paris expresses this
perception: "Will the new candidates spontaneously come to locate in France or do we have
to imitate seductions that London and Frankfurt used?"37
The AIE (Agency for corporate development) was set up in 1989, primarily by the regional
council, and brought together public and semi-public authorities with the mission to attract,
inform and assist investors; it is financially backed by the government. The permanent team
is made up of nine professionals with a budget of FF13.5 million for 1996 financed 60% by
the regional council.38
Other non-profit seeking organizations to play a key role in promoting Paris are: The club
Paris Capitale Economique, which emerged from the Chamber of Commerce and Industry
of Paris which was set up with an ambition similar to that of the municipal agency (one of its
founding members) to make of Paris the economic capital of Europe. It brings together a
predominantly private membership (80 corporate members currently) to promote their
interest, and to lobby government39 and Brussels. Its plan is to coordinate all promotion
initiatives, to valorize Paris's regional assets (access, transport and telecommunications) and
correct its weaknesses. They are faster and more efficient than their municipal counterpart.40
Paris Europlace, which clearly displays its political and geographical ambitions, was
founded jointly by banks, financial organizations, municipal and regional local authorities to
promote Paris's financial authorities. Its main activities include lobbying of the authorities in
order to accelerate the international opening of Paris (more favourable administrative and
fiscal conditions), acting as a think-tank, the publication of complete statistical information on
French financial markets, and the organization of road shows.
Investment and planning agencies, bureaucrats and local authorities, chambers of commerce, businessmen and professionals (real estate and office market) are slowly getting closer
through partnerships; but cohesion is mainly achieved through elite interrelationship. It is felt
that the influential French state bureaucracy is still an obstacle to flexibility and participation
of the private sector, but 'gentle persuasion' enables parties to reach agreement. Therefore,
most lobbying activity primarily targets public and administrative institutions.41 Finally,
relative consensus is managed across the political and professional spectrum through negotiation, compromise, and between closely interrelated elites (Savitch, 1988). The cooperation
is also facilitated by the evolution of contractual linkages in which the state becomes a simple
partner. However, the dominant culture is still that of state officials, not one of local
government (Carmona, 1989).
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Fragmentation is a constraint that, it was felt, could hamper the overall efficiency of the
efforts to sell the agglomeration's economic assets to investors. Decentralization increased
the autonomy of local authorities and allowed them to create their own foreign investment agencies. But the progressive extension of the membership of the AIE to the eight
'departements' of the region shows that political divergence can be overcome.
The chief obstacle, however, comes from the specificity of the French 'idea' of planning.
Only in France are the dual responsibilities of planning and attracting investors in the hands
of the same organization. This relies on the principles that national development should be
balanced in the name of equality of opportunity for all citizens. In the 1960s, France was given
an important instrument of equalization, the Delegation Nationale a Pamenagement du
Territoire (DATAR). This inter-governmental bureaucracy attached to the national government impedes or downplays concentration of economic activities in Paris.42 None of its
regional agencies (Commissariats a l'industrialisation et au developpement economique) is
located in Paris. The Paris region is also not eligible for any regional development grant,
whether for industries or services, since it is overwhelmingly above the national economic
average level of development and income. The oversea agency of DATAR, Invest in France
Agencies, follows the same logic, and thus encourage foreign investors to locate outside
France's wealthiest region. In its principles and recommendations, DATAR recently adopted
an enlargement of Paris to the Parisian Basin. Even though the French planning system
showed signs of adaptation, it is opposed to the city marketing rationale, based on a logic of
free market and concentration.
Another possible constraint for Parisian promoting institutions has been the recent
emergence of state-related national organizations. These have been established to complement
or renew existing structures with the same national scope. With more flexible status (partnerships) and a network structure, they provide information, help, and support to foreign
investors in France. Their chief targets are big worldwide groups. Invest in France Network,
set up in 1992, is headed by the former chairman of Aerospatiale. It brings together all
partners of regional economic development (public, including DATAR, semi-public and
private sectors). Another example is FRIENDS (French International Enterprise Development
Association), a high profile non-profit seeking organization partnership which brings together
state authorities (Ministry of the Economy and its Invest in France Mission), local authorities,
development agencies and public utilities organization.
A long-term vision coupled with a strong public role (national companies of transport,
massive public investment) have been determinant in the development of the agglomeration
although it is now increasingly confronted with the problem of budget. Finally, Carmona
identifies two contradictory logics coexisting: one is concentration and efficiency. The French,
in contrast with the British, have only recently become aware of two essential elements: the
role of the market and of the institutional liberty of the planners; the other is a 'sprinkling' of
activity which reflects the French ideological principle of solidarity. The author thus points to
a progressive adaptation of the system to economic forces, as illustrated in changing planning
approaches, and it is said to bring in a new dynamic, even though the public sector tends to
keep the lead (Carmona, 1989). Because Paris is the site of politics and power, a showcase for
France, the state has always been and remains a powerful actor in Paris.

4.2 London: Fragmentation and Recent Move towards Strategic Coordination

The British public sector has undergone far-reaching reorganization, with an overall shift from
local to central government. Meanwhile, the importance of the private sector in the overall
economy has increased, illustrating the primacy of a market-led philosophy (Thornley, 1992).
In London, the responsibility for promotion has been split between many organizations from
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the early 1990s up until July 1996 when it was decided that all promotional organizations
would merge under the same chief executive.43 There has been constant institutional
evolution, as the new balance between public/private/voluntary sectors enabled new
interrelationships.
Within the strategic institutions involved in promotional activities, the tendency has been
one of profile raising; like their Parisian counterparts, the agencies, whether newly created or
modified, have just moved, into modern and prestigious offices within the strategic central
core, close to other partners involved in advice or decision-making. But the sheer number of
the organizations and their evolving status blurred the frontiers of an already complex system:
London First Centre (LFC) was the inward investment agency for all 33 London boroughs
established in 1994. The London Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC), the Corporation of London, and City of Westminster funded a feasibility study for an investment agency,
to which they could allocate £1 million. The positive result of the study brought in another
million from the central government through the Invest in Britain Bureau (IBB). The public
sector then agreed on the participation of the private sector, and London First (LF) was the
first representative for the London Business Community (LBC), which brought the remaining
one million and the chairman, a British Airways executive. Along with a budget twice as high
as the AIE's its team is nearly four times bigger and more diverse. In addition to aiding and
advising newcomers, The LFC develops a close relationship with them, to help these with
their future plans.44
The LFC works alongside several other promotional organizations, notably the Invest in
Britain Bureau (IBB). The Bureau is a restricted version of its French counterpart DATAR,
charged with the economic development and promotion of the UK to internationally mobile
investors. It is an autonomous section of the Department of Trade and Industry. However, the
big difference between it and its French counterpart is that there is no attempt to influence
the choice of location of foreign investors within the country.
London First (LF) was established by business leaders in 1992. It was set up parallel to a
government promotional body, London First Forum. They shared a great number of their
members, as a result of an initiative by the Secretary of State for Environment to bring in the
private sector.45 A reorganization finally gave LF the responsibility to lobby for business and
investment in London. The public/private/voluntary partnership is funded by over 200
companies. It drew on the experiences of many of the personalities who have been involved
in the national Business in the Community (BIC) organization previously. BIC was founded
to provide local leadership on planning and infrastructure issues, and it played a major role
in influencing public private partnerships across the country (Newman, 1996). Employing 27
persons, LF campaigns for action and increased investment, as well as overseeing activities of
the LFC, which it jointly founded.
London Pride Partnership (LPP) was formed in order to undertake "global promotion and
to sustain a positive image". The body brings together, and draws support from, the private
sector (business organizations), public sector, the police and voluntary organizations in order
to consider economic actions plans for Greater London: it produced London Pride Prospectus in
1994. It actively challenges the government on policy statements, especially on strategic
planning guidance. Transport is a chief concern. The link with government is ensured through
the Joint London Advisory Panel set up in November 1995 by John Gummer, Environment
Secretary and Minister for London, who chairs the panel.
Alongside inward investment and promotional agencies, the planning system has been
evolving to adapt to the imperative of attractiveness, and to become "capable of maintaining
and enhancing its status as a world city" (Gummer, foreword of RPG3, DoE, 1996). The
institutions involved in the planning and development process include the Government Office
for London (GOL) and the London Planning Advisory Committee (LPAC). The public
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sector bodies for central and local government work together and develop cross-linkages with
the objective of ensuring that "London needs and world class capital city are taken into
account in national policy decisions".
The LPAC emerged from the dismantling of the Greater London Council (GLC) in 1986,
and is a statutory body representing the boroughs (therefore, its majority is Labour). It
produces advice for government in the making of Regional Planning Guidance and advises
boroughs on development. Its working process is based on consensus across political parties
and cooperation with GOL.46
The GOL is a key actor. It is the strategic planning authority for London resulting from
central government's initiative to reform and coordinate activities across regions in increasing
inter-departmental cooperation: it brings together the regional offices of the Department for
Education and Employment, Environment, Trade and Industry and Transport and Home
Office within the London regional branch, and is an attempt to improve delivery of services
in London. Its Strategy and Coordination Unit comprises the 'Competitiveness and Inward
Investment' section.
A differing and diversified funding process. The finance area is a strong asset in London's

institutions, since the private sector takes a leading role (LF, LFC and the LPP have all
received substantial private support for their activities) and marks a striking contrast with the
French system: competition has become the major public funding mechanism in the 1990s.
Central government has increasingly imposed a bidding process to allocate money among
competing local authorities, as in the Single Regeneration Budget and City Pride Initiative
examples.47 Competition is also the rule applied to the Millenium project: Greenwich, on the
south edge of the Thames, was chosen by the Millenium Commission to host the Millenium
Exhibition. The results triggered criticisms about the decision-making and funding
mechanisms, since London repeatedly won at the expense of other British cities.
Moreover, the recent creation of a national lottery provides a new source of money mainly
for arts projects. Lastly, unlike Paris, London successfully lobbied European funding, which is
used by the LFC as another selling point. Three areas of the capital (Lea Valley, Park Royal
and Thames Gateway) have been designated for the first time in a regional assistance scheme;
therefore, locating in assisted area entitles businesses to apply for central government grants.
Calls for a promotional body/person for the whole of London have been growing ever
since the abolition of the London-wide authority in 1986. While official reports for London
tend to be cautious when they evoke the form and status it should take, LF has agreed on the
principle of a directly elected 'Governor' for London. The powers of this person would be
similar to those recently proposed by the Labour Party to compensate for the lack of a 'strong
and effective' voice with which to champion London and make its case with government and
abroad.48 However, implementation has been postponed to the post-electoral period, namely
1997. The other main option is another strategic authority, closer to the GLC model. The
World City report highlights the need to achieve a high degree of consensus between the
public and private sector parties involved.
Finally, the British set of actors differs from the Parisian case on three main points:
• The balance of institutional actors in London is one in favour of the private sector. From
the practice of large corporations, and through central government incentives, strategic
planning has emerged. It involves a more plural approach by public authorities based on
, various forms of public/private partnerships.
• The attempt to involve as many actors as possible in the institutions (LPP has recently
decided to invite the Churches to join the partnership), in order to consult them and
maximize their commitment to improving London.49 Thus, the voluntary sector, gathered
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in the London Voluntary Service Council (LVSC), plays a greater role for Britain. The
same does not hold for France, where politics remains a specific, closer and more prestigious
domain.
• The influence, status and role of the City of London.
The Corporation of London, the City's local authority dating back to medieval times, plays
a pivotal role on the regional scale. It is engaged in a range of strategic alliances, allowing the
City to deal with regional issues as much as local issues. like Paris, it has a promoting person
(an 'ambassador'), the Lord Mayor, head of the Corporation, who is committed to enhancing
the City's status on the world stage; but unlike Paris's elected politician, the Lord Mayor is a
business person who represents the interests of the business community at large in the one
square mile financial core. Moreover, the difference in terms of budget is enormous, and the
City is a major fund provider.
London was exposed to the same borderless market forces as Paris; yet, the influence and
symbolic weight of the private sector hardly bear comparison. The case studies have
highlighted the different balance of actors shaped by different kinds of state intervention in
different administrative regimes. The philosophy underlying the government's attitudes is a
major factor: through its liberal philosophy, the British government's incentives have greatly
contributed to the pivotal role that the private sector plays in this country (Thornley, 1990).50
Most importantly, there has been a recognition over the years that the solution to problems
cannot be left to market forces, because the sheer scale and extent of these require
coordination between city bodies. In France, local government has been strengthened, and
new forms of cooperation have developed with the state. In contrast, public/private partnerships remain a minority of the case in comparison with Britain.

5. Conclusion
The French and British capitals, as world cities, are part of an increasing international market
for world city functions. They compete in the crucial fields of government, finance, business,
culture, tourism, learning, as well as national and international transport, telecommunications
and media. The presented case study has not shown sufficient evidence to support the idea of
an emerging 'transnational urban system' and a 'decomposition of the nation state' (Sassen,
1994). The shown examples of defensive and offensive marketing strategies in two world cities
have, rather, shown that there is room for manoeuvring and originality for the national,
regional and local actors who together shape the localized impact of globalization. This is
consistent with the view that a new strategic role emerges for the cities.
The capitals presented in this analysis underwent some similar processes. Made aware of
the broader scale of competition and the new economic benefits at stake, both cities
strategically organized their 'survival'. They took stock of their comparative advantages and
devised strategies and subsequent promotional policies. In this process, they both used private
consultants, started information pooling, clearly defined their comparative advantage. The
cities also set similar priorities, mainly: competitiveness, attractiveness, valorization of assets,
improvement of city's perception and image, economic diversification, and definition of
strategic areas. Eventually, they both used marketing tools and created new organizational
instruments. Such agencies increasingly raised their profile and located in the strategic central
area, within geographical proximity of their partners and other key decision-makers.
However, certain similar processes may be found in the two countries, and specific
circumstances ultimately influenced the British and French approaches. In the UK, it was felt
that London had been neglected as a world city because it was left to fend for itself by its own
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central government. In France, it was claimed that the capital had been continuously
downplayed by national or regional constraints. Moreover, its prestigious cultural and tourist
image did not sufficiently enhance the sizeable economic capacity of the region. The natural
reluctance to turn to foreign investors was even greater in Paris. It seems that its legacy as the
prestigious showcase of France for both the provinces and for the world was a considerable
constraint.
The capitals' respective responses to the new imperatives created by globalization were in
turn shaped by national and local factors (institutional, political, cultural and ideological): as
such, the new promotional strategies have been set in their regional, cultural and historical
contexts. The case studies have highlighted different kinds of state intervention in different
administrative regimes. Government attitudes proved determinant: the liberal philosophy of
the British government which emphasizes competition contrasts with the French ideals of
solidarity embodied in redistributive policies. Further, the cities engaged in different approaches to promotion and valorization of assets. While Paris has been keener on its long-term
vision, planning, and a selective defensive strategy involving networks of interlinked elites,
London has tended to adopt a more offensive, diversified and resilient strategy. The
promotional strategies constructed by Paris and London have, therefore, unveiled two
different sets of attitudes towards the economy and finance, politics, society and culture, as
well as different image construction, despite emphasis on similar strategic assets. City
marketing, after all, also needs to highlight distinct urban identities: their respective strategies
displayed different balances of public/private actors and different forms of partnership. If the
capitals are subjected to the pressures of competition, they are also influenced by local factors
in the form of local interests and heritage reflected in the decision-making system. The balance
of actors and their form of alliances are still very differentiated in the two cities.
The findings of this analysis calls for a moderation of the clear-cut message suggested
by the 'global city' literature. Globalization may imply more international contracts, crosslearning and common activities between cities; but national states continue to keep their
unique political styles and cultures. The specificities of place and climate are still crucial within
the world cities. Paris is not London and London is not Paris.
Several questions arise from this conclusion. The promotion of the world city as a place
for international business, and the subsequent modification of priorities and decision-making
processes inside or outside the planning system, causes concern about whose interests are
ultimately being served. An exaggerated concern for appearance and image improvement
may be achieved at the expenses of poorer communities. Thus, while the 'world city status'
label creates a nicer appearance for such cities, it may well bring with it the risk of
undermining social objectives due to exclusive decision-making. While the UK system is
regarded with envy by France for its capacity to mobilize private sector funding and avoid
bureaucratic structures, as well as its flexibility and efficient selling methods, we must
ultimately ask how reliable is the private sector in the long run and how accountable is its
structure. Further research must be undertaken to assess the impacts of city marketing not
only on investment and redevelopment strategies, but also on social conditions.
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Notes
1. See for example Beckouche (1994); Keams and Philo (1993).
2. Twenty-nine percent of the French GDP was produced in Ile de France in 1989 and 16.4% of the
British GDP was produced in London in 1990 (Lecompt & Gollain, 1992).
3. See Robert (1989).
4. See Figures 1 and 2.
5. The Parisian agglomeration level (the planners' working definition of the urban area of Paris) is
somehow comparable to greater London, as the approximate correspondence worked out by P. Hall
in The World Cities shows: inner London/city of Paris; petite couronne or 'proche banlieue' (Paris plus
three 'départements') (near suburbs)/outer London; grande couronne (city of Paris plus other
départements within region Ile-de-France)/OMA (Hall, 1984).
6. Wolleb (1988).
7. Between 1986 and 1989, London's entire net increase of 155 000 jobs (i.e. a 4.5% increase) could
have been accounted for in full by the 20% growth in the financial and business services employment
(Kennedy, 1991, p. 37).
8. Prud'homme (1994).
9. See note 8.
10. In addition, the decision to locate a headquarters of 20 people in a city is likely to bring more indirect
effects than in the case of a 150 person firm (Texier, 1993, p. 155).
11. The new plan replaced the previous plan of 1977 and it is the responsibility of the state (regional
prefect) to accept it and its services help in the preparation.
12. Paris took on the legal dimensions of both a municipality and a département in 1964, when the
'région parisienne' (now Ile de France) was reorganized from three to eight départements (see Figure
1). The elected body of the city, the Paris Council (le Conseil de Paris) sits as representatives of the
City of Paris or as representatives of the 'département' of Paris, which reflects a unique legal status.
13. Interview with Mr Saugnac, April 1996.
14. The boom in office construction brought money to the councils in the 1980s until 1991, but it
suddenly came to an end. Prices rose and office vacancies increased in the vast new and renewed
office stock.
15. See note 13.
16. Institut d'Aménagement et d'Urbanisme de la Région d'Ile de France, a think-tank of the Ile de
France Regional Council. The IAURIF was in charge of the conception and implementation of the
project, i.e. selection of the firm and formation of the leading team.
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17. But equally important is the mobilization and coordination of local networks including Chambers of
Commerce and Industry, developers, banks, consultants, development agencies, industrial partners.
Given that firms may hire property consultant to guide the location decision, the city has to develop
close links with these, and be part of the network.
18. The 'agrément' (licensing) controls was long an obstacle to the settling of foreign investors and was
relaxed in 1985 (see Heurteux, 1994).
19. Targeted firms must match the image: the incoming firms must have the knowledge standards
corresponding to Paris's status, with high added value firms (such as in the pharmaceutical industry
and multimedia).
20. Both the city and region have diversified and broadened the scope of their action, particularly
through export activities. APUR used locally, to balance growth and the provision of social amenities
across the socially divided City of Paris has been able to export its expertise internationally. So did
the think-tank of the regional council, IAURIF, through decentralized cooperation schemes: a glossy
brochure, International Undertakings, vaunts in English how its know-how in town planning has been
used in 45 foreign countries. See also the organization and activities of the Comité d'Expansion in
Section 4.1.
21. The Financial Times survey highlights that the UK has the third record year in succession to attract
international investment capital. It notes that in the UK, an employer has to add an extra £18 for
non-wage costs, when in France it is £44 (Cassel, 1996).
22. The following paragraph is based on interviews with John Hall and Patricia Brown.
23. Interview with Mr Hall, July 1996.
24. London World City is the product of a project sponsored by The London Planning Advisory
Committee and others and commissioned from Cooper and Lybrand Deloitte. The cities used for
comparison are New York, Tokyo, Paris, Frankfurt and Berlin.
25. Interview with Mr Cox, July 1996.
26. See the third edition of the '100 Facts on London' leaflet, a CD ROM, and more pictorial reports
and video: 'London, the power to inspire success' (London First Centre).
27. The Corporation of London asked the renowned school to identify and assess the City of London's
competitive position in financial services in a transformed Europe (London Business School, 1995).
28. For more details on how the London transport system is paid for and recommendations, see the
chapter by S. Glaister and T. Travers in London Business School (1995).
29. These reports were all sponsored by LPAC, Corporation of London and Westminster Council, and
used similar material (most source from: Comedia, Greater London Group).
30. See the glossy advertising leaflet by the Corporation of I .ondon entitled 'Powerhouse of World
Finance'. Note also that the symbolic change of name of London's stock exchange (to become the
'International Stock Exchange of the United Kingdom'), ilong with legislative changes to allow
foreigners to control British firms highlighted the international ambitions of London (Garside, 1989,
p. 60).
31. Based on interviews of 500 corporate executives across the globe.
32. See Travers and Weimar, 1996.
33. Interview with Mr Tennant, August 1996.
34. The mayor of Paris, Mr Tiberi, restructured economic development services by merging them into
a single administrative department, and set up a structure to organize promotion and welcoming
facilities. Simultaneously, the creation of a statutory economic development committee with a voted
budget was joindy planned by the municipal council, the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
local and national transport companies RATP and SNCF, semi-public societies in charge of the
restructuring of the Seine rive gauche (SEMAPA).
35. At the time of the interview with Mr Saugnac, the Comité had not been fully set up, so the
information may need updating.
36. Interview with Mr Saugnac, April 1996.
37. Sautter (1994).
38. This was seen as a new role for the regional council in the report: "It is the role of the region (as
council), together witfi DATAR and the chambers of commerce, to lad communciation strategies
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41.
42.

43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.

towards foreign investors in order to promote/make known the assets of Ile de France" (Région Ile
de France, 1993, p. 19). In 1996, the agency moved into the new premises of the regional council.
For an interesting account by one of the members (the leader fo Auguste-Thouard, leading French
real estate company) on the permanent and excessive state intervention in Paris for land use and the
economy see the pamphlet by Heurteux, C. (1994).
Interview with Mr Parnet, April 1996.
DATAR, as a tool of the French planning system, opposed the Parisian concentration stigmatized
in the famous title of Jean-Francois Gravier's book published in 1947 Paris et le désertfrançais.It is
attached to the Prime Minister's services, and also relates to other Ministries (Ministère de l'Intérieur,
de l'Aménagement du Territoire, de l'Industrie). Among other activities, the DATAR is in charge
of the negotiation, coordination and dispersal of European funds, and directs inward investment to
the declining industrial French regions. Its logic distinguishes manufacturing industries from service
industries, R&D, Headquarters and front offices. Its powers consist of a number of 'carrots and
sticks'.
Again, the change is too recent to tell more, and all the information I could get about this new
merger was oral.
Interview with Mrs Brown, July 1996.
Idem. Interview with Mrs Brown, July 1996.
Interview with Mr Tennant, August 1996.
In 1991, a reform streamlined the budgets of five state departments in one single budget allocated
through a bidding process. The allocation of the Single Regeneration Budget involves the GOL.
Further, the City Pride Initiative also involved a bidding process. It was launched by the government
between Manchester, Birmingham and London, which had to put forward their plans and objectives.
In the capital, it resulted in a London Pride Prospectus. The winner was London.
"A Governor for London, London's first proposal to improve the governance of London", 17 June
1996, internal quote.
This rationale also prevails in 'A Vision for London', an initiative which represents the community
groups).
Other authors emphasize the firms' openness as a national cultural factor dating back to the post-war
rise of London.
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